
 

  

Theme: Explaining Charts (Basics)  

Strategy: 

- Time phrases + Verbs describing trend 

- Adverbs describing trends + Numbers 

- Basic step-by-step pattern with clear examples 

 

Section 1: Time phrases + Verbs describing trend 

Key Language:  

Define your goals: Today, I’d like to share (topic) using this chart. The x-axis shows (title) in (units) from (low 

range) to (high range), while the y-axis represents (title) in (units) from (low range) to (high range) 

Time: Between A and B / From A to B / For X years from A / In the (decade) / Since A / In the past X years / In 

the next X years 

Verbs describing trends: increase / rise / grow / decrease / fall / decline 

Tense: Think about your verb tense 

 

Polls: 

1) Section 1 

Poll 1a) When starting your explanation of any graph/chart, what features are important to introduce 

(choose two answers): 

- the topic of the chart 

- your conclusions 

- the x- and y-axis definitions, including units 

- an explanation of the trends 

 

Poll 1b) Which of the following time phrases are incorrect (choose two answers): 

- Between 1980 to 1990 

- For 5 years from 2010 

- In 1980’s 

- In the last 20 years 

 

Poll 1c) Which of the following combinations of time phrase and tense are correct (choose two answers) 

- In the past 20 years, (the price of gold) has increased 

- Between 1990 and 2000, (the price of gold) has increased 

- Over the next 10 years, (the price of gold) will increase 

- For 5 years from 2010, (the price of gold) has been increasing 

 

 

 



 

Section 2: Adverbs describing trends + Numbers 

Key Language:  

Adverbs describing trends: sharply / moderately / slightly  

Numbers: from A to B / by (number) / by (% change) / to B 

 

 

Polls: 

2) Section 2 

Poll 2a) How do we choose whether to use the adverbs ‘sharply, moderately or slightly’ (choose two answers): 

- based on the changes relative to the chart 

- our strategic goals 

- sharply is for changes of at least 34%  

- slightly is for when we cannot notice the difference  

 

Poll 2b) Which of the following do not make sense (choose two answers): 

- … increased sharply by 4% 

- … grew moderately from 100 dollars to 300 dollars 

- … fell slightly from 95 dollars to 92 dollars  

- … declined sharply by 80% to 20 dollars 

 

 

Section 3: Basic step-by-step pattern with clear examples 

Key Language:  

Topic: the (measurement) of (theme) 

Pattern: (Time) (Topic) (Verb) (Adverb) (Number) 

Let’s practice! 

 

Polls: 

3) Section 3 

Poll 3a) Which of the following topics is incorrect 

- the amount of people 

- the price of oil  

- the population of Tokyo 

 

Poll 3b) Which is the logical order of introducing each element of the pattern 

- (Time) (Topic) (Verb) (Adverb) (Number) 

- (Topic) (Time) (Verb) (Adverb) (Number) 

- (Time) (Topic) (Adverb) (Verb) (Number) 

 


